Contribution of pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus neurons to performance of visually guided saccade tasks in monkeys.
The cholinergic pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus (PPTN) is one of the major ascending arousal systems in the brain stem and is linked to motor, limbic, and sensory systems. Based on previous studies, we hypothesized that PPTN would be related to the integrative control of movement, reinforcement, and performance of tasks in behaving animals. To investigate how PPTN contributes to the behavioral control, we analyzed the activity of PPTN neurons during visually guided saccade tasks in three monkeys in relation to saccade preparation, execution, reward, and performance of the task. During visually guided saccades, we observed saccade-related burst (26/70) and pause neurons (19/70), indicating that a subset of PPTN neurons are related to both saccade execution and fixation. Burst neurons exhibited greater selectivity for saccade direction than pause neurons. The preferred directions for both burst and pause neurons were not aligned with either horizontal or vertical axes, nor biased strongly in either the ipsilateral or the contralateral direction. The spatial representation of the saccade-related activity of PPTN neurons is different from other brain stem saccade systems and may therefore relay saccade-related activity from different areas. Increasing discharges were observed around reward onset in a subset of neurons (22/70). These neurons responded to the freely delivered rewards within ~140 ms. However, during the saccade task, the latencies of the responses around reward onset ranged between 100 ms before and 200 ms after the reward onset. These results suggest that the activity observed after appropriate saccade during the task may include response associated with reward. We found that the reaction time to the appearance of the fixation point (FP) was longer when the animal tended to fail in the ensuring task. This reaction time to FP appearance (RTFP) served as an index of motivation. The RTFP could be predicted by the neuronal activity of a subset of PPTN neurons (13/70) that varied their activity levels with task performance, discharging at a higher rate in successful versus error trials. A combination of responses related to saccade execution, reward delivery, and task performance was observed in PPTN neurons. We conclude from the multimodality of responses in PPTN neurons that PPTN may serve as an integrative interface between the various signals required for performing purposive behaviors.